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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.
Both routers are configured for the GLBP. Which statement is
true?
A. The hosts learn the proper default gateway IP address from
router A.
B. The default gateway address of each host should be set to
the virtual IP address.
C. The default gateway addresses of both hosts should be set to
the IP addresses of both routers.
D. The hosts have different default gateway IP addresses and
different MAC addresses for each router.

Answer: B
Explanation:
GLBP performs a similar, but not identical, function for the
user as the HSRP and VRRP. Both HSRP and VRRP protocols allow
multiple routers to participate in a virtual router group
configured with a virtual IP address. One member is elected to
be the active router to forward packets sent to the virtual IP
address for the group. The other routers in the group are
redundant until the active router fails. With standard HSRP and
VRRP, these standby routers pass no traffic in normal operation
- which is wasteful. Therefore the concept cam about for using
multiple virtual router groups, which are configured for the
same set of routers. But to share the load, the hosts must be
configured for different default gateways, which results in an
extra administrative burden of going around and configuring
every host and creating 2 or more groups of hosts that each use
a different default gateway. GLBP is similar in that it
provides load balancing over multiple routers (gateways) - but
it can do this using only ONE virtual IP address!!! Underneath
that one virtual IP address is multiple virtual MAC addresses,
and this is how the load is balanced between the routers.
Instead of the hassle of configuring all the hosts with a
static Default Gateway, you can lket them use ARP's to find
their own. Multiple gateways in a "GLBP redundancy group"
respond to client Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) requests in
a shared and ordered fashion, each with their own unique
virtual MAC addresses. As such, workstation traffic is divided
across all possible gateways. Each host is configured with the
same virtual IP address, and all routers in the virtual router
group participate in forwarding packets
Reference: HSRP, GLBP, and VRRP
http://www.infocellar.com/networks/Routers/HSRP-GLBP-VRRP.htm

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option C
B. Option A
C. Option B
D. Option D
Answer: A
Explanation:
The Backup Operators group allows users to back up and restore
files regardless of whether they have read or write access to
the files. Since this group has a limited set of user rights,
some functions are not available to members of the Backup
Operators group.

NEW QUESTION: 3
When setting up new Windows PCs m a mixed network environment

with Mac OS X, which of the following file system types would
enable users to read and write data to USB flash drives from
either OS without modifications?
A. CDFS
B. ext3
C. exFAT
D. ext4
Answer: C
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